Connecting to and through music...

**AccessMusic** is a series that aims to provide talented emerging musicians with a space to share original scores and songwriting with those who relate to music as essential and energizing. The ambience is relaxed, intimate, so that the musical connect is immediate, meaningful and inclusive. Presented in collaboration with Unwind Centre, this series which is all about access to and through music, places creativity and musical prowess centre stage even while recognizing the power of the arts as a critical enabler, to foster inclusion and reflection to change hearts and minds.

Samuel "BIG SAM" is a Chennai-based singer - songwriter / guitarist / architect. His music is about reinstating a certain memory, re-visiting an event or re-living an emotion, hoping that someday it will become a story that others can relate to. His music always switches between reality and delusion, through wistful and quixotic guitars riffs that add intensity to connect effortlessly with his audience.

Inspired by varied genres from Indie Pop and Folk and the music of artists like John Mayer, Vance Joy, Hozier, The Passenger, Gavin James and Ed Sheeran, BIG SAM has performed at many venues across Chennai, including - The Flying Elephant (Park Hyatt), BOATS Beach Bar, Raddison Blu, Phoenix Market City, Unwind Center and Alliance Francaise to name a few.

Unwind Center, with a track record of over twenty years, has been teaching music including Drums, Guitar, Keyboard and Vocals to young aspirants in Chennai and Bangalore. The Centre runs a DJ Academy and aims to inspire musicians by providing them with a platform to perform their work, interact with their peers and to share their compositions with those musically inclined.

InKo Centre, in association with Unwind Center, is delighted to present AccessMusic on a bi-monthly basis.

**Artist : BIG SAM  |  Singer / Songwriter**

**Thursday, 10 August 2017  |  7.30 p.m.  |  InKo Centre**

18, Adyar Club Gate Road, Chennai 600 028.

* As we do not have parking facilities at our premises, we request all guests to disembark at the gate and call for their vehicles as required, after the programme. Thank you for your understanding.